
To: Mountain Regional Water Administrative Control Board
From: Chris Braun
Date: May 16, 2024
Re: Technology Department Update

OVERVIEW OF PAST MONTH:

1. The Treatment Plant crew, specifically Casey and Brandt, and several Ops guys,
knocked it out of the park with a rockwall relocation that was related to the anchoring for
the Solar Array. We will be using large concrete blocks sitting on the edge of the pond
for anchoring points for the array. Because the original roadway along the east side of
the pond was only a narrow single lane the placement of the anchor blocks would have
made the road unusable. The guys moved the existing wall back over 6’ to create a
viable roadway once the anchors are placed. Anchor placement is supposed to begin
the week of May 20th and the actual assembly of the solar floats and racking will be mid
June.

2. Fieldwork has started for the continued GIS data collection of meters, fire hydrants,
valves, etc. This will continue on into the summer in the Promontory and Silver Creek
areas where we have had the largest development growth the last few years. With
growth the GIS will never be absolutely complete but this will get us back in a good
position as we move forward with our Asset Management Plan.

3. We have done some more work as we progress with the Strategic Asset Management
Plan and the background for the Enterprise Asset Management Program and Enterprise
Resource Planning software solutions. In depth looks at our current process methods
and tools for everything from Ops fieldwork to Impact fees, Customer Service requests,
etc have been compiled for Jacobs to help build our RFP for the two future software
solutions.

NEXT MONTH:

1. Sage Hills PRV and Control building wiring and startup.



2. Canyons Lower Village PRV wiring and startup.

3. Asset Management Plan work with Jacobs and the rest of the Steering Committee.


